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JACK LEON RUBY AKA., LEE HARVEY OSWALD - VICTIM - AKA.,

CIVIL RIGHTS.

RE POSSIBLE ASSOCIATION BETWEEN JESSE CURRY, CHIEF OF POLICE,
DALLAS, TEXAS, AND RUBY.

NEW YORK FIVE THREE EIGHT-S ADVISED THAT AT TWELVE FIFTEEN PM
NOVEMBER THIRTEENTH NINETEEN SIXTY THREE AN NADEEM GORNICKI, POLISH
CORRESPONDENT OF THE POLISH PRESS AGENCY, IN A CONVERSATION WITH
BOHDAN LEWANOWSKI, POLISH AMBASSADOR TO THE UNITED NATIONS STATED
THAT HE HAD INFORMATION INDICATING THAT THE CORRESPONDENT /NAME NOT
GIVEN/ OF THE INDIAN PUBLICATION "BLITZ" WAS IN DALLAS THE DAY OF
THE ATTACK /ASSASSINATION/ AND APPARENTLY OBTAINED DOCUMENTS
STATING THAT POLICE SHERIFF CURRY AND RUBY WERE MEMBERS OF THE
"MB SÈSIDE" /PH/. GORNICKI WAS TO VERIFY THIS INFORMATION DECEMBER
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